Abstract-This paper is concerned with the logical control of hybrid control systems (HCS). It is assumed that a discrete-event system P E S ) plant model has already been extracted from the continuous-time plant. The problem of hybrid control system design can then be solved by applying logical DES controller synthesis techniques to the extracted DES plant. Traditional DES synthesis methods, however, are not always applicable since the extracted plant DES will often exhibit nondeterministic transitions. This paper presents an extension of certain DES controuer synthesis techniques to the nondeterministic control automaton found in NCS. In particular, this paper derives a formula computing the supremd controllable sublanguage of a given specification language under the assumption that the DES plant exhibits nondeterministic transitions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many industrial applicafions, control systems can be represented by a continuous-time plant controlled by a discrete-event system. Such systems are called hybrid control systems (HCS). There has recently been considerable activity investigating the modeling and supervision of HCS's [1]- [9] . This paper uses the HCS modeling framework proposed by [7] and [8] . In this framework, a discreteevent system (DES) is extracted from the continuous-state system (CSS) plant. This DES is called the DES plant. Once such a logical model of the plant has been extracted, a DES supervisor for the system can be obtained using conventional DES controller synthesis techniques such as the Ramadge-Wonham (RW) [lo] synthesis. DES plants obtained in this way, however, are often nondeterministic, and the RW synthesis does not pertain to nondetemnistic DES's. Earlier work [7] , [8] extended an iterative supervisor synthesis algorithm [lo] to the design of HCS controllers. This paper follows a different approach in which a formula is derived to compute the supremal controllable sublanguage. The result is an extension of prior work in [ 1 I] to the class of nondeterministic DES plants found in hybrid control systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Secaon II discusses the HCS modeling framework and identifies the way in which nondeterministic DES's arise in HCS. Section m introduces some necessary technical definitions which are used in the remainder of the paper. Section IV characterizes the supremal live sublanguage of a nondeterministic finite automaton associated with the DES plant. Section V derives the formula for the supremal controllable sublanguage of the DES plant. Section VI provides an example, and concluding remarks will be found in Section VII.
11. HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEMS Hybrid control systems arise when a continuous-state (CSS) plant is controlled by a DES controller. An important HCS modeling framework was first discussed in [7] and [8] . In this modeling framework, a simplified interface is used to facilitate communication Manuscript received May 12, 1994 
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The set b, is referred to as the event set. Associated with each event set is a state symbol 5% (i = l,... , N ) drawn from a finite alphabet P .
We will associate the output symbols X with the boundaries of the event sets The generator will issue the jth output symbol, G J , when the CSS plant's state trajectory, S ( t ) , crosses the 3th boundary of an event set and enters into a new event set. The output symbol sequence, Z [ n ] , therefore marks the entrance of the CSS plant state into event sets. Fig. 2 illustrates the situation outlined above; this figure shows three event sets with associated state symbols, 171, $ 2 , and $3. Two CSS plant trajectories (labeled A and B) are shown. Both trajectories start in the event set marked by state symbol $1. The solid circles in the figure mark where these trajectories cross the event set boundaries. Xiaojunun Yang, P. J. Antsaklis and M.D. Lemmon Output symbols are generated with respect to a partition of the CSS The output symbols are used as inputs to the DES controller. In response to these symbolic inputs, the DES controller outputs a control symbol, rX. The interface actuator maps this symbol onto a specific control reference input vector, F . Assume that the DES controller outputs the symbol Fz, and assume that the actuator maps this onto a control reference vector f , E 8". The CSS plant's state equation under the direction of control policy F, is therefore given by the differential equation k = f ( 3 , F , ) , The behavior of the hybrid system can therefore be viewed as a system that switches between different constant reference inputs. The "switching" between multiple controllers is a distinctive feature of the hybrid systems found in [7] and [8] . The following results are therefore of general interest in the use and design of switched multiple controllers.
The symbolic behavior of the plant is explicitly seen from the DES controller's perspective. In particular, Fig. 1 shows that, from the controller's perspective, the plant is a discrete-event system. The combination of CSS plant and interface accepts the control symbol sequence F[n] as an input and outputs the output symbol sequence ?[, I. It is therefore possible to define a DES plant whose language represents the symbolic behavior of the CSS plant. To define such a DES plant, note that the state symbol sequence, p [n] , represents the symbolic evolution of the CSS plant over the state-space partition B. It therefore makes sense to model the DES plant as a controlled finite automaton. The automaton states consist of the state symbols in P , the automaton's output is a language generated over the alphabet of output symbols, X, and the controlled inputs are drawn from the control symbol alphabet R.
An interesting aspect of the DES plant's behavior is that it is distinctly nondeterministic. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The figure shows two trajectories generated by the same control reference input. Both trajectories originate in the same DES plant state, $1. Precisely to which DES states are transitioned will depend upon where the CSS plant state, 3 , is when the control symbol is issued. Fig. 2 shows that for a given control symbol, there are at least two possible plant states that the given trajectory can reach from DES plant state PI.
Nondeterminism in the DES plant therefore arises due to uncertainty in the DES states reached under a controlled transition. This type of nondeterminism is characteristic of HCS. In fact, transitions within a DES plant will usually be nondeterministic unless the boundaries of the event sets correspond to invariant manifolds of the CSS plant. This fact is significant with regard to the "logical stability" of HCS. See [9] for related discussions.
On the basis of the preceding discussion, it is apparent that the DES plant can be modeled as a nondeterministic controlled finite automaton. In particular, t_he DES pLant, G, will be represented as the fije-tuple, G = { P , X , R , f , $ } . P is the %et of DES plant states, X is the alphabet of output symbols, a : d R-is the control symbol alphabet, The enabling fun_ction is-[ : P x 5 ---f Px where Pz is the power set of alphabet X . q : P x X -+ P is the state transition function. Note that the DES plant's nondeterminism arises through the enabling function.
There have been many prior papers dealing with nondeterministic logical DES [12] - [19] , and it is appropriate to place this paper's work in the context of that earlier research. Most prior works [12] - [16] , [18] treat nondeterministic DES's in which one event may transition the DES from one state to one of many states. This type of nondeterminism has been dealt with in discussing event observability issues. This prior work, however, does not explicitly deal with nondeterministic control problems which arise when one control signal cannot enable events individually so that one control signal may cause several potential discrete state transitions. Cases in which the controller depends on the language generated by the DES plant do not require a separate consideration of nondeterminism as any language which can be accepted by a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is also accepted by deterministic finite automaton (DFA) [20] . References [17] and [19] address issues associated with nondeterministic controllers. There has been relatively little work, however, pertaining to nondeterminism in the DES plant as it arises in HCS. In our systems we are concerned with nondeterministic control mechanism in which one control command may lead to several discrete state transitions. In our framework, the enabling function is fixed by the HCS's state space partition, B, and the dynamics of the CSS plant. The enabling function is state dependent in the sense that it may vary with different DES plant states. This form of nondeterminism arises in a natural manner in HCS and does not appear to have been studied in detail by previous DES researchers.
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
X* denotes the set of all finite strings of the output symbols in X including the empty string e. A subset L X * is called a language defined on X . The closure of a language, E , is the set of all prefixes of strings in L. L is closed if L = 1. The closure of a string s E L generates a prefix closed sublanguage, S, in E . The behavLor of the DES plant, G, is represented by the language, L(G) C X * . Since L(G) is generated by a finite automaton it is known to be prefix closed and regular.
To deal with nondeterminism induced by the controlled DES plant's enabling function, we will introduce two other automatons, G, and G,. The automaton G, is a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) describing the DES plant's output behavior. The automaton G, is a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) describing the plant's response to input commands. These two automatons explicitly show how nondeterminism enters the hybrid control system. G, describes how the plant symbol behavior is generated from the plant automaton, while G, is the control mechanism embedded in the dynamics of the controlled system. The use of these two automatons allow explicit representations for the enabling sets and provides physical insight into the hybrid control system's internal operation. That insight is instrumental in deriving the results presented below.
The automaton G, is given by the four-tuple (3) where P is the plant state alphabet, X is the-alphabet of output symbols, PO is an initial plant state, and li, : P x X -+ P is the state transition function. The language generated by G, is denoted as L(G,) C X * .
The automaton, G,, is an NFA whose_language is over an "extension" of the control symbol alphabet R. R is extended so that the dependence of the enabling function on the DES plant state can be explicitly noted. In particular, let i denote the index of the zth symbol The following sections will need to map strings in L(G,) onto strings generated by G,. In particular, we define this operator, 
IV. SUPREMAL LIVE SUBLANGUAGES
Deadlocks occur in an automaton when it fails to generate any more output symbols. An automaton without deadlocks will be said to be live. Live sublanguages are important in the characterization ot maximally permissive behaviors in controlled DES's. For this reason, a characterization of the live sublanguages of G, will be needed. The following definition provides just such a characterization.
Definition I : Consider a sublanguage L of L(G,) and a string s E L. Let R,lS be a subset of control symbols in Re such that
The set Reis is called realizable controls from string s.
there exists T2, in the realizable set, Reis, such that s f Z J E L.
not live with respect to G,.
A string s E L is said to be live with respect to G, if and only if 
Lemma 3: L C L(G,) and
Pro@ l k s is easily derived from Lemma 3 by mathematical 
0.
This theorem indicates that the supremal closed and live sublanguage of a given closed language defined on f i e in HCS can be computed by using the Dlock operator. Since Dlock is a finite recursion on the simple D operator and since all computations involving D are basic language operations, Dlock can be determined using a well-defined computational procedure.
v. FORMULA FOR THE SUPREMAL CONTROLLABLE SUBLANGUAGE As described above, the DES plant differs significantly from the traditional logical DES. Since it is generally impossible to enable DES plant events individually, the traditional formal definition of DES controllability is no longer appropriate. The following definition extends the concept of a specified sublanguage's controllability to the nondeterministic DES plants arising in hybrid control systems. Early versions of this definition first appeared in [22] . Definition 2: A language, I -C L (G) , generated by the DES plant is controllable if for all w E I?:
This definition for controllability consists of two specific parts. The first part obviously requires that there exist control symbols which ensure that no deadlocked strings are generated. As noted earlier in our discussion on live sublanguages for G,, however, it will also be necessary to ensure that the strings in Ii are generated by control symbol strings which do not generate illegal behaviors. This is precisely what the second condition ensures. It guarantees that a string in I<* is indeed realized by a switching control policy in our nondeterministic plant. Early definitions of DES plant controllability [22] only considered the first part of the above definition.
Since the disjunction of the controllable languages with respect to the same DES plant is still controllable with respect to the plant, we can infer that the supremal controllable sublanguage of the given language exists. The critical problem in designing the controller is to obtain the supremal controllable sublanguage of the given specification language. Let 1-denote the specification language of @(fiO, w b ) , F b ) and wbE(dJ(fi0, w b ) , f b ) 
KT is the supremal, closed, controllable sublanguage of K . The following discussion first proves two technical lemmas. We then state and prove the main result of this paper which provides a formula for the supremal controllable sublanguage, ICT, of the DES plant behavior. This result is an extension of earlier formulas obtained in [Ill. 
L(G,), and L
, = E,, then TG(L,) = T'(L,). Proof: Since Vw E TG(L,), 3r", E L,, such that w E TG(~",). - - Since Vs E W -U , 3, E c, such that s E T G (~, ) . r", E L,, --r. TG(L,). Since s E T(FS), s E TG(L), =j TG(L,) = TG(L,). Lemma 5: L, f w C LT, * E c Lr (LT = c). so, r"s E Lr, --r' T G ( r " s ) c 0 Lemma 6: Let TG{*} = TG{TG'L -[TG1(L -K ) ] f i : } . L = L(G,) and I< Pro08 V w E TG{*}, 3f, E {*}, such that w E T(i,). Obviously, f, E T i ' L and i, @ [TG1(L -IC)]& j f, @ TG ( L -A-). This implies that TG ( f w ) n ( L -IC) = 0 (according to the meaning of TG1). Since L = L(G,), * T G (~, ) L, -----) TG(~",) C K. Since w E TG(T",), * w E K. S O , T G { * } I-. 0 Proof: Denote {*} = {TG'L -[TG1(L -K ) ] f i
T G (~, ) .
Since Dlock{*} is closed, T c ( Z ) c TG{Dlock{*}}.
Denote fii = $ ( & , U ) . Since f, E Dloc_k{*}, there exists i such that f,T";j E Dlo&{*}, where T ; j E Re (Theorem 1). Clearly, T~ (7,T"ij) 
T G { D J~~~{ * } } .
Since r",r",j is defined on R e , we know that T~( f , f i~) = w T~( f i j ) . 
(according to the definition of controllable language). It is therefore 
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Since the formula consists of some basic language and automaton operations, it can be realized computationally. In addition to this, the formula can be applied to nondeterministic control DES plants found in HCS, hence the formula is helpful in the general synthesis of HCS controllers. Furthermore, the formula clearly indicates the procedure required to obtain the supremal closed and controllable sublanguage, KT. This procedure first requires us to forbid all of the undesired control symbol sequences which may generate illegal behaviors, and then it requires us to delete those control sequences which may lead to deadlock or make the desired control unrealizable due to nondeterministic transition. So, in some cases, this formula may guide us into directly finding the supremal closed and controllable sublanguage K T by simply observing the structural features of L and IC. Remark 2: Since the DES plant is assumed to have been extracted from a hybrid control system, it will generally be different from that used in traditional logical DES. In the HCS framework, we need to pay attention to nondeterministic control mechanisms and active control functions. So in our framework, when an event occurs, at least one control command is allowed to be issued. It is impossible to confine the controlled logical behaviors to the desired region by simply inhibiting all illegal behaviors. In contrast, the traditional DES framework only considers that uncontrollable events cannot be forbidden from occurring. This means that it will generally be easier to handle controller synthesis for traditional DES than for DES plant arising in a hybrid control context.
VI. EXAMPLE
This section presents an example of how the formula for KT can be used in controller synthesis for DES plants. It is assumed that the DES plant has been derived from a hybrid control system and is given in Fig. 3 . The DES plant's mathematical description is given as follows Fig. 3 . The reduced automaton resulting from this operation is shown in Fig. 4 . The deadlock problem now has to be addressed to get a realizable produces deadlocks in the state 52, we need to discard the arcs leading to this deadlocked state. The reduced automaton resultmg from this operation is shown in Fig. 5 . The remaming automaton will generate the supremal controllable language I<'. sequence of control symbols. Since the language, F o z ( F i l + Pn), VII. CONCLUSION This paper derived a formula calculating the supremal controllable sublanguage for a class of nondeterministic control discrete-event systems arising in the supervision of hybrid control systems. The results show that the HCS modeling framework introduced in [7] and [8] supports the synthesis of discrete controllers in HCS. The significance of this formula is that it provides a closed form expression for the supremal controllable sublanguage which provides significant insight into how HCS supervisors can be efficiently designed.
